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(If you think that is BAD = his Son is 
doing JUST=AS=BAD and orobab l_y _W0RSE j)
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If there ever was a greater HERESY 
than that=l do not know WHERE or I-------;—------- —
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THE SAME AS HEPPENSTALL=BRINSMEAD.
,1970= "How he is about to do it again = 
on a Global scale...Hospitals and conva
lescent homes will be EMPTIED...Even the 
vorst patients in Mental Homes will be 
brought back to Sanity...Thousands upon 
Thousands will rejoice at His TOUCH upor. 
their poor, confused brains...He is goirg 
to restore...the power to THINK...CLEAR
ING the Minds of the INSANE. He is croim- 
to raise the Dead.^noj^Mer^Ty^tor 
SOME (Emphasis,^i^STjS0ME of the Dead but

rsHIS!) ALL theDEAD^"p.78-9.

PAXTON in his Book = MARVELLED thejt 
o

WA/e 
7Km

ALL(Em 
l^ff/^HEJjORLpjJE^^ 
"THE MAN who soon will Rule the World... 
He will take over the Government... all 
those who are accepted as citizens of 
His Kingdom have to experience a RADICAI 
CHANGE in their minds... "That would mear.
2 major operation for me," I can hear yoi 
say,"I'd have to stop Smoking, Drinking, 
Drug-taking, and God only^^Sefrst^ici^at elss" 
I wouldn't be surprise^^t that, either. 
3ut don't worry. Th 
STANTANEOUS and P$£ 
blowing through 
FH£ COUNTERFFjf 

teach that 
VANEOUS WQ

THE CRAZIEST OF THE (CRAZI ES> 
i s Old Fred(Wrong)WRIGHlT Hewan t!» 
to be"in actual Fact a Divine human 
being" with "not a Hair's Breadth 
difference!" between him and Christ 
at the "NEW BIRTH."

/LANG.
ycRu^
,I£Al/

(^MOMENT
af£ Ji <
I care not how
Today who will throw his heart oper

- and let Jesus cqme in to Rule and 
Reign, God will 
creature IN=A=qt 
TORREY. "QUIET H4EPPENSTALL led a Confederacy=Jun 

that wanted it also "GlVEN"=as a 
"G£FT"=but when Christressiah

And also when he had the BACKING of the 
GENERAL CONFERENCE and the 2 largest TEL
ECAST PROGRAMMES=giving away FREE by the 
Semi-Trailer Truck-Loads=the "GRIMM'S" 
Fairy-Tale Bed-Time Story_MAXWELL_BOOK1_

rna\e that one a new 
>MENT)" p.7. R.A.

\GH and THROUGH in A 
not how Worldly you 
faow SINFUL you are, 
HARD you are=ANYONE

KED BY ANN!
"IV4 are born 

throu

John the Revelator because he 
taught_2CHARACTER=BUI LDING^'J)
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as FR00M=ANdKRS0N were 
rove for Year\l that we 
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19 2^the‘TU&KER-cTRCUiT"kTcl\ed“the’ 
’WELL BOOlAon it’s way by Nandi nj 

s to the World: \

you vs
/engi 
he-BoxeX

thei r Par
BOOK to pla\

{(//d all BOOK CO 
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e World
/ing to
I ’ £Yed_t^_SAME_as_ they
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NOTICE THE DATES! 7
1966=FR00M="The old techniques... are no 
longer adequate... in a World gone amyck. 
Today the old largely NEGATIVE apprya/hy 

.loii ngr i a-f i yt-ha things whe/e/n/ J
we DIFFER from allotffi&r^^eligio 
l^^^Z^^EFINITELYPAST^ Anft^tfr 
jt~should~bej"~pjldj~SDA~MINISTR

BRINSMEAD was valiantly FIGHTING that WAY- 
OUT Position for something like 8 Years! 
But the whole Awakening World was aston
ished when he went over to HEPPENSTALL= 
in 1972=(as he was Counting the 2 to A 
MILLION $'s held out to him by some "IL- ' 
LUMINATI" Foundation Source.)

THE JUDGMENT HOUR MESSAGE:
Balaam=Barabbas=BRINSMEAD wanted 
it in the "UUDGMENT HOUR'^SEAL I NG 
TlME=MIDNIGHT CRY. But also qiven 
as_a "GIFT!" The same Delusion.

1966= repea ted by WEEKS as he/d/soT e> 
or /

a Iva

PROBAT I Qlt = nw #512. 
—-—- Attg. 3 0,19 81.

HoeJin Kezzandi L/bstaAy, Box 1270, 
Gnand FouJza, BC Canada. VOH 1H0.
Perhaps I should have called this: 
l,£HARACTER===WHEN?" = is it BUI LT|= 
FO$MED=DEVELOPED=by the "WORK" an 
the "EFFORT" of a "LIFETIME?" as 
the Testimonies teach? MB 90. TA: 
91,589- Let no one say he cannot= 
COL 331,3A2,361,330. Not due to 
special favors or endowments. Ed. 
57. NOW being FORMED for ETERNITY 
T6:268,317. CORRECT before TOO 
HARDENED. T5:A66,500,21 A,3A0. ARA 
260. RH A5:107.(They tried to KILL

DeMICHAEL: \
gain by God's Hojjp 

ip. rit, through the Word THE WOMEN1. 
w^b receive Christ. When you take 
Cty.'ist into yo\r heart He trans- 

you THROi 
I care 

care not

A GIFT?
Or is CHARACTER = "GJVEN" as a 
’G^FT"= by the Great Genie? If it 
CAN be done that way = WHY did He 
not do Better the FIRST TIME ROUN )? 
But the Adventist World must have 
3 Schools of Thought = ALL of then 
wanting it as a "G£FT"= the only./ 
difference is in the T1 Mf F1 EM^ff

/i Se N 
'ASURE 
with 

Groups 
e LARGE 

(us/prove to

by^
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MAXWELL-: '‘The operation can be instanta- ' 1^ 
NEOUS and PAIjLLE^S. .Just like WIND blow-] -- 
ing throp<fh a Room. . .HARME, 
you once thought you never 
wjJJfLhe broken, THEN and THERE'S^ 
SUDDENLY) become a NEW PERSON, wi\ 
Ibys^ghrts, NEW Ambitions, NEW Hope 
Purposes, ALL READY for a place in 
KINGDOM...A TOTAL TRANSFORMATION wil\ 
wrought as the "REBEL" gives up..."p. 
95L Bed-Time_Stor^_ARTHUR_SL^MAXWELLL

t that, ei 
Operation can be\ll\ - 

’LESS. Just like(wiNL') 
Room...

OF GC ASK: "It's advocat ?s 
ctification is an INSTAN- 

r..."GC 471. f;

'EveryQjlN^of Doctrine will be Blowing. 
COides! .n the SHAKING=TESTING Time.. "T5:80.

By the Mercy and Providence of God = 
Ann DeMichael sent me:"THE QUIET HOUR 
ECHOESWVol . 35^_Number_8. _August2^l 972^

'A/G) f7. . . MEMBER- 
A//june 1966. 
Actions.p. 20-1. 
XR66M~PLAN?And~ 
e all these DUN

i ne ? THE AUTUMN"!
Y'/. /to create a PUBLIC 
i/)yi within the reach 
./To place EMPHASIS on 
AL TRUTHS (such as WHAT>) 
ith ALL CHRISTIANITY. "\
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R&H. Dec.18,1969. p.20.

IN COMMON.
"And what do we see just ahead?... 
EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE...When this 
shall be gained...it will be only 
a STEP to the resort to FORCE. Wher. 
the LEADING CHURCHES. . . UNITING upoji 
^ah poin^s--&f-~J^

hem/lN COMMO1

, a

the Plans for the 3“Fold Unko/ 
l73-”^ith this approach to/ejva. 
enth-day Adventists wiA. 
be participants in a (COi 
OTHER CONSERVATIVE, EV^i 
in opposing "apostasy'/ j 
DENOMINATIONS. They././ 
be harbingers of a 
SHIP GROWTH." SDA 
HOWARD B. WEEKS=P 
J969=AN6THER~ST^P 
i t i s Time to Xs/ 
41ES that jus/ /y 
:0UNCIL RESQLI/TFDJ
IMAGE...se 
?f the Mu/t/T 
the NONC^JUKXi 
shared (IN COM
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what can be more 
than this:

This is a Theme we must cover again and 
again = because we are WEAK and FAULTY 
and need to be REMINDED of the Truth.

DO YOU RECOGNIZE THIS AS A PREDICATION?
WAS IT NOT FULFILLED WHEN HUDSON BROUGHT 
THE AWAKENING TO AMERICA? Beating the. 
Drums for that BABYLON DOGMA?

FOR THE BROAD-WAY of Salvation to 
be OPEN when Christ comes=means a 
[ENIAL of the COURT in the MOST HOL^ 
PLACE=means a DENIAL of a CLOSE OF 
PROBATION! Who wants THAT Relgion! 
HERE IT IS:

all CUTOFF tracks, all TEACHING which 
fails to exalt the LAW of God as the 
STANDARD of religious CHARACTER, is SPU
RIOUS. PERFECTION of CHARACTER is a LIFd- 
LONG WORK, unattainable by those who ant 
not willing to STRIVE for it in God’s 
appointed way=by SLOW and TOILSOME STEPS.

•6-

"INSTANTANEOUS"

POSITION ^2j= ^Ann^s_favorjte_says_jt_ 
aljJ)"This is an age famous for SURFACE 
work, for EASY methods, for BOASTED holi
ness aside from the Standard of CHARAC-

GRACE
Testimony "GRACE!1- gives us the POWER 
to OVERCOME. GC 506,650. SM 1:254. COL 
271. B2:6,8. Ev.297. MM 143-4. Tl:362. 
RH A5:235. T5:146.

rHFGREATESf"s?N"6F~ALL"^"?s'to'Teach'^^ 
’ROCRASTtNATION!, Denying the DAILY! And 
Rocking them to Sleep = in the Cradle of 
SARNAL_SECURITY_=_tell£ng_them£_

FROOM = DANIELLS.
"Thus is explained just how FAIT! 
takes the place of WORKS...It 
should enable us to CEASE from our 
own WORKS, EFFORTS, and STRUGGLES." 
COR 20.
And so the FROOM-ENGINEERED self
confessed : "AWAKEN I NG" came to A- 
MERICA dancing to the Tune of thi 
BABYLON JIG!

SPURGEON
*IOODY=FROOM=HEPPENSTALL=BRI NSMEAD=WRI GHT= 
(Both of them Switched to MAXWELL=HEPPEI*- 
STALL=CHARACTER=NATURE GIVEN AS A GIFT= 
according to WAGGONER and the JEWISH TAL
MUD = when Christ-Messiah comes!) No use 
trying_BEFORE_!______________________

UNBALANCED trom trying very hard to stuH= 
y into and explain the MYSTERY of God
liness , which is just as GREAT=A=:MYSTERY 
after your Study and explanations as it 
was before...YOU=HAVE=NO=SUCH=WORK=TO= 
DO...You have much Truth, precioys Trut, 
but MINGLED with SUPPOSITIONS... Should 
many accept the views you advance, and 
talk and act upon them, we=would=see= 
one=of=the=greatest=fanatical=excite= 
ments that has ever been witnessed among 
Seventh-day Adventists. THIS=IS=WHAT= 
SATAN=WANTS." SM 1:177,179.

TER that God has erected. All SHORT routes r--- ---— 77-7x57-- ,77 I r JERUSALEM COUNTDOWN =Ma rch-Ap r i 1 1981.
"The inflexible PROTESTANTISM of the prim
itive Missionaries,(that denounced EAST
ER) with their FIERY denunciations of 
HEATHENDOM, has been exchanged for the 
supple POLICY, the easy TOLERANCE, the 
comprehensive CHARITY of SHREWD ECCLI-
1 —

BELIEVE THE JUNTO-CABALA OR:
"The work of Grace upon the heart 

an INSTANTANEOUS work. It 
is effected by CONTINUOUS, DAILY 
WATCHING and BELIEVING the prom
ises of God.. .Conversions are not\ 
ALL ALIKE!" Ev. 287.

"He yields, repents, confesses... 
THE_INSTANT that is done, he is 
accepted as a child of God. His 
sins are all forgiven, his guilt 
is CANCELED, he is ACCOUNTED right
eous, and stands approved, justi
fied, before the Divine LAW. And 
this amazing, miraculous CHANGE 
may take place in one short HOUR. 
This is RIGHTEOUSNESS by Faith." 
COR 15.

THE COUNTERFEIT.
"(Satan will)introduce a COUNTER- 
feit...Its advocates teach that 
SANCTIFICATION is an INSTANTANEOUS 
work, by which, through FAITHA- 
LONE, they attain to PERFECT^HOLI
NESS . "ONLY BELIEVE," say they... 
NQFURTHEREFFORT...is supposed 
to be required." GC 464,471.

WHAT IS WRONG WITH IT?
I doubt if anyone has ever brought this 
out_clear1Y- _
POSTfTON I1J= according to them it is 
all by "FAITH" alone! Nothing for us to 
D0=D0=D0! How they HATE = D0=D0=D0! So 
the Question is: CAN it be done THAT WA' 
WILL it be done THAT WAY? Is it ALL up 
to God = so we can sit back = WAIT for 
Him to perform this MIRACLE? We are not 
here to LEARN from our MISTAKES and DE
VELOP A CHARACTER?

"I saw that your mind was at Times
-5-

^They have DENIED the Faith and are 
WORSE than INFIDELS!)

"I will search Jerusalem with Candles, 
end PUNISH the men that are settled in 
their lees.." T5:99. 

r? *■*•***■* *■**•* m

ASTICS, who clearly saw that if 
Christianity was to conquer the 
World it would do so only by RELAX
ING the too rigid Principles of its 
Founder, by WIDENING a little the 
NARROW GATE which leads to SALVA
TION. " from "THE GOLDEN BOUGH" by 
Frazer, p.361.

"I AM SAVED!"
Adventists at one time KNEW this = but 
they have FORGOTTEN a lot of things the> 
once knew. IF I AM "SAVED!"=l am SANCTI
FIED! If I am SANCTIFIED = I am "SAVED!1

Whln = unless it be in that COR 
Book written by FROOM = so DANIEILS 
could sign his name to it. If yoi 
want" INSTANTANEOU^SANCnHCAnON

"When Jesus stands up, when His work 
is FINISHED in the MOST HOLY, then 
NOT=ANOTHER=RAY=OF=LIGHT will be 
imparted to the sinner. But Satan 
flatters some, through his chosen 
servants, as he flattered Eve in 
Eden, "Thou shalt not surely Die;" 
and tells them there will be a SEA
SON for REPENTANCE, a Time of PRO
BATION, when the FILTHY can be made 
PURE. The co-workers with Satan car
ry the LIGHT into the FUTURE AGE, 
teaching PROBATION after the Advent 
of Christ, which deludes the sinner, 
and leads the cold-hearted profes
sor to CARNAL SECURITY. They become 
CARELESS and INDIFFERENT,(T1:180-l, 
and walk stumblingly over the Hours 
of PROBATION. The LIGHT is made to 

reach FAR AHEAD, where all is TOTAL
DARKNESS. Michael stands up. Insteec 
of MERCY, the deluded sinner feels 
WRATH unmixed with MERCY, having 

^WAKENED TOO LATE to the FATAL DE
CEPTION. This plan was studied by 
SATAN, and is carried out by MINI
STERS who turn the Truth of God in- 
to a LIE[" 1888 LS 341-2.SG 2:276.

-8-

ri¥e cannot afford to make any mistake in 
this matter, but we want Day by Day to 
be growing up into Christ, our living 
lead." T5;500,214,340.

2, the'"GREATEST"DECEPTION of the'"human mind 
in Christ’s day was, that a mere ASSENT 
to the Truth constituted RIGHTEOUSNESS... 
BIGOTED RELIGIONISTS... They thought then- 
selves the GREATEST RELIGIONISTS of the 
World. . .The same danger still exists." 
DA 309.


